HEYHOUSES ENDOWED C.E. PRIMARY SCHOOL
Letter 38 February 10th 2021
Dear Children,
Another beautiful sunny day, I hope you have wrapped up warm and had some
fresh air. I am going to have a walk after school, every day it stays light a little
bit longer and so I feel a little more inspired to get out and exercise!
I will need to exercise- just look
at the treats on my desk today!
The daffodils are cheerful.
The heart reminds me of our
Heyhouses family – and Jack who
gave it to me.
The chocolate unicorn makes me
smile. It is a hot chocolate
unicorn, apparently I sit it in my
drink and it melts!
The cake is from Archie –Thank
you! It arrived as I sat through a
Webinar (online training) and it
definitely perked me up! It is not
sat on my desk any more.
I hope you can all tell my desk is
still tidy- you can see wood! Mrs
Bashora
would
be
very
impressed!
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So many lovely emails over the last few days, I am so proud of all of you for your
hard work. I am also so impressed with your smiles too, especially when you are
missing your friends. Hopefully my letters keep you feeling part of school.

Hello Mrs Hodgson
I hope you’re ok?
I’ve been very busy this week. I’ve been building Cinderella’s castle, making
valentines cards and practising my writing.
Thank you for your letters
Keep smiling
Love
Amelia
Sycamore class
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I received this from Chloe:
Chloe did her science challenge which
was a winter walk to spot evergreen
trees and deciduous trees. She then
drew the different trees. It's a lovely day
for a challenge like this. She hopes you
like it.

It is lovely, well done Chloe, I do like it!

And in school Year 3 have been doing
Volcano experiments. These look
fantastic!

More photos in Friday’s Film.
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I had a lovely letter from Pandora and her family.
Pandora has been helping me get fit!
She has been cycling and I have been
running (at a snail’s pace). We have a
new found love of Blackpool prom
whilst it's quiet and we have been
going from the tram terminal to the
sandcastle each day! Even in the snow!
Well done Pandora! I need Margaret
and Dorothy to get me fit!

Cycling is a great way to keep fit
and you get to see interesting
things when you are out and
about.
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Well done James, lots of hard work going on
with this Maths!

And I received this wonderful email from Isla and Reuben.
Dear Mrs Hodgson,
We enjoyed your assembly about Jesus as the Light of the World. We worked
together on this candle picture to remind us how we can be a light in the world,
like Jesus. We collaged the bottom of the candle and painted the flame in fiery
hot colours. We thought of which Christian values would make us to be a light
and we displayed these on the flame. We
thought of love, joy, hope, faith and peace.
We had to keep peaceful as we worked
together even when my brother had a
different way of doing things to me!
We hope you like it, we enjoyed doing it.
Love from Isla and Reuben
That is lovely, thank you.
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Oscar has been busy doing
science experiments.

Oh this is looking fun!
You will LOVE secondary school science!
And before then we have exploding
Volcanoes in Year 3!

It’s a lovely colour!
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We have two more days left of Home Learning, then we all get a week to do
different things which will be good for everyone.
Thank you to everyone who has filled in their MAD festival ideas. Year 5 are
winning as the year group with the best response, nearly half have taken part.
Year 4 and Year 6 have been holding back, please send your thoughts in, I want
to choose a theme you will all enjoy!
The link is here:
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=I06P8kgPYEardKaHunE
9In1PwD9vrtpCrMln7e8DETFUQ0RaNkdBTkMyRkJIVzRWTExNT1FZNFUxQy4u
MAD Festival Logo forms will be going out tomorrow.
Remember, be patient and let’s do things safely.
Keep in touch…KEEP SMILING … and keep washing your hands.
With my love,
Mrs Hodgson

Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe yourselves
with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience.
Bear with each other and forgive one another if any of you has a grievance
against someone. Forgive as the Lord forgave you.
And over all these virtues put on love, which binds them all together in perfect
unity.
Colossians 3:12-14
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